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2024 Jayco Eagle 355MBQS $79,990
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Description Description 2024 Jayco Eagle 355MBQS, Jayco Eagle fifth wheel 355MBQS
highlights: Middle Bunkhouse Shower with a Seat Rear Tri-Fold Sofa Outside
Kitchen Bedroom Walk-In Closet This fifth wheel with four slides is one your
whole crew will love! There is a middle bunkhouse with a tri-fold sofa, a top bunk,
and a desk, allowing this room to become an office if you need it. The loft above
the bunkhouse will be a big hit with the little ones, and the full bath is centrally
located so everyone can use it easily. You will have the front private bedroom all
to yourselves with a king bed slide out, a chest with an TV, plus washer and dryer
prep in the walk-in closet. The main living area includes everything you need to
relax in comfort, like the theater seats, tri-fold sofa, and entertainment center with
a fireplace. The chef will enjoy the extra counter space provided by the kitchen
island, and there is plenty of storage with the walk-in pantry, the hutch, and the 21
cu. ft. residential refrigerator. This model even has an outside kitchen, two power
awnings, and outside storage for all your gear! With any Eagle fifth wheel or travel
trailer by Jayco you will appreciate durable construction materials, like the
Magnum Truss Roof and the Stronghold VBL laminated walls. The
JAYCOMMAND Smart RV system puts you in control of your RV's functions, and
the 4 Star Handling Package will provide smooth towing from home to camp.
Each model features Climate Shield zero-degree tested weather protection and
the industry-exclusive HELIX cooling system that features two 15,000 BTU
Whisper Quiet A/C's to keep you comfortable year around. Some of the exterior
conveniences you are sure to love are the fully enclosed, LED-lit universal docking
station, the pass-through storage with Slam-Latch baggage doors, and the
painted fiberglass front cap with built-in specialty LED lighting. The Eagle fifth
wheels and travel trailers are designed to make you feel at home with solid
hardwood slide fascia, residential vinyl flooring, bathroom tile backsplash, and
plenty of storage for all your belongings. Sleeps 8 Slideouts 4

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 73670
VIN Number: 1UJCA0BV5R1WA0079
Condition: New

Item address 1040 Saltillo Road, 68430, Roca, Nebraska, United States
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